Video directly observed therapy for treatment of tuberculosis is patient-oriented and cost-effective

To the Editor:

Curing tuberculosis (TB) entails adhering to a multidrug regimen for $\geq 6$ months [1]. Failure to take the medications as prescribed can lead to treatment failure, drug resistance and further spread of TB, resulting in morbidity and death for the patient and a threat to public health. Treatment failure is the most important cause of drug-resistant TB, which is much more long, expensive and toxic to treat, and the outcomes of which are still unsatisfactory [2–4]. The public health consequences of nonadherence to TB treatment led to directly observed therapy (DOT) becoming the universal standard of care [5–8]. While DOT is a best practice model for TB treatment, it is labour intensive and can itself be a barrier to effective therapy because of its inconvenience for patients. The expense may be prohibitive for cash-strapped public healthcare systems [9].

"Telehealth", or the delivery of healthcare services at a distance with information and communications technology, has the potential to overcome deficiencies of direct healthcare delivery. Applying home-phone video for real-time DOT of TB has been reported to be practical in two pilot studies [10, 11]. The objective of this study was to assess the acceptability and cost-effectiveness of real-time video-DOT (V-DOT) on mobile devices as an alternative to in-person DOT for administration of TB medication.

With the approval of Illinois Department of Public Health, DuPage County piloted a V-DOT programme using Skype (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) in January 2013 as an adjunct to the existing in-person DOT programme. In this study, we retrospectively reviewed data from subjects who underwent V-DOT at our DuPage County Health Department Tuberculosis Clinic (Wheaton, IL, USA). The clinic treated 68 adults for active TB from January 2013 to December 2014. Age, sex and treatment duration were collected by chart review of medical records using standardised abstraction forms and pre-established definitions. Inclusion criteria for being on V-DOT were age $>18$ years, availability of electronic devices, and availability of a member of staff who could speak the patient’s language and provide appropriate confidentiality. Patients diagnosed with multidrug-resistant TB or who were considered at risk of poor adherence (the homeless, HIV patients or those who were not being truthful) were not offered V-DOT.

We did not provide any equipment to the patients. They used their own smartphones or personal computers. Skype is free software and our nursing staff spent about an hour for training each patient.

Each V-DOT session consisted of six steps with an average duration $\sim 5$ min. Figure 1a illustrates the V-DOT process. We evaluated the experience by a multiple-choice questionnaire. The questionnaire was mailed to the patients and responses were voluntary (fig. 1b). Adherence of patients to V-DOT was measured by compliance to treatment and responses to the questionnaire.

Expense calculations included the mileage cost of the distance between the TB clinic and the patients’ addresses, and the staff’s time. The patients’ time and lost wages of standard DOT could not be calculated because of the heterogeneity of the patients.

68 patients with active TB were treated in our clinic from January 2013 through December 2014. 20 patients met the V-DOT inclusion criteria and 11 consented to be in the V-DOT programme. Out of 11 subjects, six were females and five were males, and age ranged from 19 to 64 years old. Three subjects were born in the Philippines, three in India, and one in each Korea, Mexico and Myanmar. Two subjects were US-born. Nine subjects spoke English, one Hindi and one Spanish. Six of the patients were college students or graduates and the rest were under diploma. Nine subjects used smartphones and two used personal computers at home for V-DOT. 11 successfully completed treatment with cure outcomes; 1083 V-DOT observations were performed with a 97% compliance rate.

The total cost savings for mileage was US$7583.00. The average savings of miles driven for each patient was 9499 miles (15287 km). Approximately 579 h, valued at US$144750 in human resource costs and travel expenses of staff travel time, was saved. The incalculable costs to the patients are additional savings.
Out of 11 patients, eight patients participated in the voluntary questionnaire. Patient experience included that seven (88%) out 11 patients were well satisfied with V-DOT, and all respondents (100%) considered V-DOT an improvement over to the traditional DOT and strongly recommended it to other TB patients (fig. 1b).

The current study showed that V-DOT is a patient-oriented and cost-effective method that could be useful in a variety of TB treatment settings for a select group of patients. The drawbacks of conventional DOT not only include cost and staff time, but the fixed-time commitments detract from a patient-centred approach [12]. For example, a patient experiencing nausea may do better if the drugs are given at night or with food, but the more regimented DOT is not as flexible as V-DOT. An advantage of DOT is patient interaction and the ability to reinforce commitment to therapy, but these can also be employed with V-DOT.

Several other studies have sought to explore the role of technology in facilitating patient interaction, reinforcing behaviour and improving adherence. A study conducted in South Australia used home video observation as a patient-centred, resource-efficient way of delivering direct observation for TB, which was found to be cost-effective when compared with a drive-around service [13]. Kruger et al. [10]
demonstrated that videophone observation of medication ingestion was a cost-effective and reliable method, while significantly saving travel costs and staff salaries of almost US$140,000. Our small study showed an equally impressive saving in travel and human resource costs. The high rate of V-DOT adherence compared favourably to our historic adherence rates.

However, a main positive outcome is that V-DOT is more patient friendly. It can be more flexible in time and allow greater freedom for the patient, saving them time and travel expense, which cannot be translated into monetary savings. The V-DOT increase in patient-oriented TB treatment may improves compliance and lower stigma for TB patients.

The limitation of V-DOT is that this approach may not apply to all patients in all settings: the Internet technology may not be available; patients may not be technologically savvy enough to use an Internet-based video system; patients may not have a permanent home; and it may be challenging in vulnerable populations. Another concern of V-DOT is privacy; transmitting protected health information through the Internet has the potential to be compromised, even with encryption software. Other limitations are the relative small sample size, lack of controls and the failure to control for biases. As with all interventions, it is the responsibility of healthcare professionals to weigh the risks of V-DOT with the benefits, which may vary across healthcare settings.

This study shows that a video-based approach using mobile devices provides meaningful direct observation for TB patients, which is associated with high compliance and fewer healthcare resources. V-DOT fully fits the vision of TB Elimination, which recently developed recommendations on how to reach it [14, 15]. Larger trials should be conducted to establish the role of V-DOT in other TB care settings. V-DOT could be important in other diseases requiring long treatment regimens, such as HIV/AIDS and viral hepatitis.

A video-based approach is a novel, patient-oriented strategy for TB treatment
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